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1,500

2,500

10K

8K

email subscribers

@yourname

@yourname

@yourname

YOUR BLOG NAME
Who runs this blog and where are they based? When did
this blog start?
What is the blog about (fashion, beauty, interiors
industry) and what can someone expect to read in your
blog (reviews, recipes, interviews, visits etc)?
What is your passion and how can you expect to help
the advertiser (you are the publisher by the way!)
Who reads your blog? Demographics brief as this can
help an advertiser decide if YOUR blog is suitable to
promote their product(s) on.

All the above up to this point - 3 paragraphs at most.

Blog stats

Contact
Your full Name

xx%

xxxxx

xx

xxxxx

your@email.com

Return
Visitors

Monthly
Sessions

Pages per
session

Monthly
Pages
Views

@yourname (Twitter)
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Approved

Work with YourBlogName

Affiliate

AMARA
BEDECK HOME
CASAFINA
ETSY UK
HABITAT

MONTH/ YEAR

I work with carefully selected brand partners and PR Agencies on
collaborations and projects that have previously included:
interviews; new brand launch covers; writing; social media
campaigns; styling and photography; reviews; content creation.
Do mention specifically how you are willing to collaborate, e.g. if
you are not accepting copy written by a pr agency, say so, don’t
waste their time or yours!

JOHN LEWIS
KELLY HOPPEN
MADE.COM

On the next page you can include examples of existing
collaborations or reviews as a taster! But ideally, keep it to 2 pages!

SWOON EDITIONS
WALLPAPER DIRECT
and more

Click here for an
example advertorial
for JOHN LEWIS

Landing page placement

Product Reviews

Social Media campaign

£x/monthly

from £x

from £x

This includes… and is a
great marketing option
because of xxx monthly
unique visitors…

1x Advertorial style
review plus expenses
(e.g. travel) where
relevant. Active
promoting for x days
on Twitter.

1x Advertorial + brand
promoting on all social
media platforms for x days
plus placement on the
landing page.

Disclosures
Seasons in Colour does not accept external
links and article placements unless they are
of an advertorial nature, and will be fully
disclosed and marked as such.

Seasons in Colour practices
transparency with readers and will
disclose all ads, as is required by law
and also in the interest of ethics.
Adverts will not be masked; reviews
and opinions cannot be “bought” - no
exceptions.

Seasons in Colour includes affiliate
programs on the blog such as Affiliate
Window and LinkShare which earns a small
commission on recommended goods and
services sold via the blog.
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2 Pages is good but if you have examples of your work, do include links for ease of
access!
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